
Release Notes for 7/12/2022

WiSFiP Pilot Program - The Pilot Program, Pupil Count for Membership through WiSFiP is

being tested during the 2022-23 school year to ease the burden of data collection from users

associated with the PI 1563. Several LEAs across the state will participate. New data elements

associated with this Pilot program have been posted on the WISEdata data elements page: Pupil

Count Landing Page, Membership, Enrollment Type, Residency, Full Time Equivalency, Part

Time Instructional Minutes, Count Date Name, and Program. Additional information can be

located on the WISEdata Uncommon Situations for Students Receiving Off-Site Services as well

as for Students Taking Up to Two Classes.

WISEdata Portal Vendor Resources in Agency View - When logged in to WISEdata Portal

(WDP) in the Agency view, there is a new tab menu available titled, “Vendor Resources.” After

selecting a SIS vendor from a dropdown menu, you will see a table organizing any resources

added by the vendor. A title, description, and URL will provide a synopsis of the resource and

direct access to it.

L2 Validation Updates -

● Errors 7123, 7125, 7126, and 7128 all revolve around the required number of credits

needed for various subjects (English, Science, Social Studies and Phy Ed) to meet

Wisconsin minimum criteria for a graduation plan. The logic for all of these errors has

been revised to only throw for schools offering high school grades (9-12). This is due to

the fact that some graduation plans were erroneously being submitted for 8th grade

classes.

● 7443 - This error will throw if a school that only offers grades K-8 submits a graduation

plan. Schools who offer grades 9-12 are required to submit a graduation plan and will not

receive this error.

● 7184 - This warning throws if the ‘Consent to Evaluate’ date, pertaining to Indicator 11:

Timely (Initial) Special Education Evaluations, falls outside of the school year.

AP and IB Classes - Not Dual Enrollment - Dual Enrollment is associated with the Early College

Credit Program, meaning that Dual Enrollment is associated with college credits earned by high

school students taking classes at institutions of higher learning, not college credits earned
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through advanced placement (AP) or international baccalaureate (IB) classes taken within a high

school setting. Therefore, AP and IB courses cannot be associated with a Dual Enrollment

program. AP and IB courses, by definition, are not Dual Enrollment courses. Connecting AP and

IB courses with a Dual Enrollment Program will result in Warning 7441.

Choice Schools Historical Data - Choice schools can now view not only their current year’s data

in WISEdata Portal, but also the past five years of historical data. This makes student-level data

used in report cards visible to Choice schools.
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